
UNCOVER GREATER
OPERATIONAL
PRODUCTIVITY

YOUR AI-POWERED
VIRTUAL ASSISTANT

Napier Assistant
is a voice-enabled AI
platform that transforms
experience for patients,
doctors and clinical staff
into a personalized and
an instantly gratifying
engagement.

Efficiency - Productivity
Without Cost Cutting
Improved Customer
Service
Better Patient
Experience
Make Informed
Decisions With Data
And Insights

CLOUD
and on-premise versions
available

CHATBOT
 for response to routine 
 questions from patients

IEMR
Interactive Electronic
Medical Records 

CONVERSATIONAL
ANALYTICS
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Napier Assistant helps avoid clinical errors in capturing

health data, for example vitals at the source - the bed

side. Simply save precious minutes of the walk from the

bed side to Nursing workstation and generate up to 20%

productivity in Nursing tasks. It also saves time for the

clinical staff or nurses on various administration activities

like bed swap, bed status update, etc. Service orders and

crucial updates that can now be made available anytime

anywhere instead of designated nursing work stations.

It transforms the typical call center and front desk experience into

a faster, more interactive session that solves key inquiries,

questions and service needs such as appointment booking.

Napier Assistant also can interface with the triage process, guide

patients to right doctors as well as capture pre-consult

questionnaire responses - saving valuable time during the doctor

consultation session.

Napier Assistant’s Conversational Analytics now gives users

the power to voice questions in Natural Language instead of

technical SQL queries. Gain the most relevant, optimized and

actionable insights for faster and superior decision making. You

can now access Business Intelligence report in a visually

pleasing manner, reports include Revenue Report, ALOS, Bed

Occupancy Rate Report and Inventory FSN Report.

OPTIMIZE YOUR OPERATIONS WHILE MAXIMIZING
HEALTH OUTCOMES

Better Relationship With Patients

Real Time Saver For Clinical Staff

Your Personal Data Analyst

Other Napier Products:

Global Corporate Office:
Napier Healthcare Solutions Pte. Ltd
100 Pasir Panjang Road, #04-03
Singapore 118518
Tel : +65 6222 4505
Fax : +65 6222 4502

Website: www.napierhealtcare.com 
Email : info@napierhealthcare.com
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